240 Volt Crimping machine KSD505

The machine Finn power style KSD505, including 12 sets of dies, foot control and quick charge tool. Accuracy is high. The power is 3.7kw.
This machine is automatic crimp style, which means you just need to press one button and it will crimp by itself. The warranty time of machine quality is 1 year and we have an official CE and ISO certificate.

Price: $4960
Plus GST

Specifications:

- Quick change tool: Save time by changing eight dies together, rather than one by one.
- Hose size that it can crimp: 5/16”, 1/4”, 3/8”, 1/2”, 5/8”, 3/4”, 1”, 1-1/4”, 1-1/2” and 2” on 1, 2 and 4 braid.
- Max opening (mm): 125mm
- Motor power: 3.7kw
- Three operational ways: foot control, button control and automatic
- Rated pressure: 31.5mpa
- 240 Volt 15 AMP
- Max crimping pressure: 560 tonne
- Precision: 0.01mm
- Dies: 12sets : (12 14 16 20 22 26 30 34 38 46 54 64) Crimps 1, 2 and 4 wire braid
- Weight: 230kg
- Tank 40L
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Manual Hand Pump Crimping machine KSD506

Specifications:

- Scale accuracy: 0.01mm
- Volume of oil tank: 5 Litres
- Pressure: 500 Tonnes
- Dies mould: Set of 10
- Dies numbers: (15 19 23 26 31 36 41 47 55 63) Crimps 1, 2 and 4 wire braid.
- Gross Weight: 200kg
- Overall Dimension: 650 x 700 x 750

Price: $4256 Plus GST
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